
CASE CONCEmG DELIMITATION OF THE MARITIME BOUNDARY 
IN THE GULF OF MAINE AREA. 

Judgment of 12 October 1984 

In its judgment, the Chamber of the Court constituted in 
the case concerning delimitation of the maritime boundary in 
the Gulf of Maine Area (Canada/United States of America) 
decided by four votes to one: 

"That the course of the single maritime boundary that 
divides the continental shelf and the exclusive fisheries 
zones of Canada and the United States oif America in the 
Area referred to in the Special Agreement concluded by 
those two States on 29 March 1979 shall be defined by 
geodetic lines connecting the points with the following 
co-ordinates: 

Lon'& North Longitude Wcsr 
A. 44" 11' 12" 67" 16'' 46" 
B. 42" 53' 14" 67" 44" 35" 
C. 42" 31' 08" 67" 28" 05" 
D. 40" 27' 05" 65" 41" 5Y." 

(For the location of these points see Map No, 4.) 

The vows were cast as follows: 
IN FAVOUR: President Ago; Judges Mosler and Schwebel, 

Judge ad hoc Cohen; 
AGAINST: Judge Oros. 

The Chamber was composed as follows: President Ago, 
Judges Gros, Mosler, Schwebel, Judge ad hac Cohen. 

Judge Schwebel appended a separate opi~~ion and Judge 
Gros a dissenting opinion to the Judgment. 

In these opinions the Judges concerned stated and 
explained the positions they adopted in regard to certain 
points dealt with in the Judgment. 

and rules of inmnational law applicable in the matter as 
between the Parties, the following question: 

What is the course of the single maritime boundary that 
divides the contin~ental shelf and fisheries zones of Canada 
and the United Slates of America from a point in latitude 
440 11' 12" N, longitude 67" 16' 46" W to a point to be 
determined by the Chamber within an area bounded by 
straight lines coninecting the following sets of geographic 
coordinates: latitude 40" N, longitude 67' W; latitude 
40" N, longitude 65" W, latitude 42" N, longitude 65" W?" 

(For the location of the starting-point and terminal area of the 
delimitation, see Map No. 1 .) 

The Chamber notes that the Special Agreement imposes 
no limitation on its jurisdiction other than that resulting from 
the wrms of this question, and that the rights of third States in 
the marine and subimarine areas to which the case related 
could not in any way be affected by the delimitation. It also 
notes that, the case having been sibmitted by special agree- 
ment, no preliminary question of jurisdiction arose. The only 
initial problem that imight theoretically arise is whether and 
to what extent the Cl~arnber is obliged to adhere to the terms 
of the Special Agreement as regards the starting-point of the 
line to be drawn-called point A-and the triangular area 
within which that line is to terminate. Noting the reasons for 
the .Parties' choice ~d the point and aka in question, the 
Chamber sees a decisive consideration for not adopting any 
other starting-point or terminal area in the fact that, under 
international law, niutual agreement between States con- 
cerned is the preferred procedure for establishing a maritime 
delimitation; since Canada and the United States of America 
had I>y mutual agreement taken a step towards the solution of 
their dispute which must not be disregarded, the Chamber 
must, in performing the task conferred upon it, conform to 
the terms by which ere Parties have defined it. 

The Chamber notes that there are profound diierences 
between the case before it and other delimitation cases previ- 
ously brought before: the Court in that (a)  the Chamber is 
requested to draw the line of delimitation itself and not 
merely to undertake ;a task preliminary to the detehnation 
of a line, and (b) the delimitation requested does not relate 
exclusively to the continental shelf but to both the shelf and 
the exclusive fishing zone, the delimitation to be by a single 
boundary. With regard to (b), the Chamber is of the view that 
there is certainly no rule of international law, or any material 
impossibility, to prevent it from determining such a line. 

* II. The delimitation area 
* * (paras. 28-59) 

The Chamber finds* it indispensable to define with greater 
I. The Special Agreement and the  chamber,'^ Jurisdiction precision the geographical area- "the Gulf of Maine 

(paras. 1-27) area" -within which the delimitation has to be carried out. It 
notes that the Gulf of Maine properly so called is a broad 

After recapitulating the various stages in the proceedings indentation in the eastern coast of the North-American conti- 
and setting out the formal submission of the Parties (Paras. nent, having roughly the shape of an elongated rectangle 
1-13), the Chamber takes note of the provisions of the Spe- who* short sides are made up mainly by the coasts of Massa- 
cial Agreement which the case was bro~lght before it. chusetts in the west and Nova Scotia in the east, whose long 
Under Article n, P ~ P P ~  1, ofthat Special Agreemnt, it landward side is made up by the coast of Maine from Cape 
was: Elizalxth to the terrninus of the international boundary 

"requested to decide, in accordance with the principles between the United States and Canada, and whose fourth, 
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Atlantic side would be an imaginary line, belwee~l Nantucket 
and Cape Sable, agreed by. the Parties to be the "closing 
line" of the Gulf of Maine. 

The Chamber emphasizes the quasi-pmdlel direction of 
the opposite coasts of Massachusetts and Nova Scotia. It 
points out that the reference: to "long" and "shcbrt" sides is 
not to be interpreted as an es:pou.sal of the idea of distinguish- 
ing "primary" and "seconldlary" coastal Gronts. The latter 
distinction is merely the expression of a human value judg- 
ment, which is necessarily riubjective and :may vary on the 
basis of the same facts, depending on the ends in view. It 
points out, with reference to certain arguments put forward 
by the Parties, that geographuical facts are thc: result of natural 
phenomena and can only be taken as they are. 

The delimitation, the chamber observes, is not limited to 
the Gulf of Maine but comprises, beyond the Gulf closing 
line, another maritime expanse including rthe whole of the 
Georges Bank, the main foc:us of the dispute. The Chamber 
rejects however the argunients of the Pinties tending to 
involve coasts other than those directly surrounding the Gulf 
so as to extend the delimitallon area to expanses which have 
in fact nothing to do with it. 

After noting that it has up to this point based itself on 
aspects inherent in physical geography, the Chaniber goes on 
to consider the geological and geomorphological characteris- 
tics of the area. It notes that the Parties are in ageement that 
geological factors are not siignificant and finds that, given the 
unity and uniformity of the sea-bed, there are no gwmorpho- 
logical reasons for distinguishing between tlne respective nat- 
ural prolongations of the Uaited States and Canadian coasts 
in the continental shelf of the delimitation m:a: even the 
Northeast Channel, which is the most prominent feature, 
does not have the characteristics of a real trc~ugh dividing two 
geomorphologically distinct units. 

As regards another component element of the delimitation 
area, the "water column", the Chamber notes that while 
Canada emphasized its character of overall unity, the United 
States invoked the exister~ce of three distinct ecological 
dgimes separated by natwinl boundaries the malst important 
of which consisted of the Northeast Channel; the Chamber, 
however, is not convinced of the possibility of discerning, in 
so fluctuating an environmelnt as the waters of the ocean, any 
natural boundaries capable d serving as a 'basis for carrying 
out a delimitation of the kird requested. 

III. Origins and development of the dispbrte 
(paras. 60-78) 

Beginning with a refere~nce to the Ilkurnan Proclamations 
of 1945, the Chamber summarizes the orijgins and develop- 
ment of the dispute, which first materializcxl in the 1960s in 
relation to the continental shelf, as soon as petn~leum explo- 
ration had begun on either side, more particularly in certain 
locations on Georges Bmdk. In 19761977 ctsrtain events 
occurred which added to the continental shelf dimension that 
of the waters and their 1ivi:ag resources, fcr both States pro- 
ceeded to institute an exclusive 200-mile fishery zone off 
their coasts and adopted re:iplations specifbing the limits of 
the zone and continental shc>lf they claimed. In its account of 
the negotiations which eventually led to the reference of the 
dispute to the Court, the Chamber notes that in 1976 the 
United States adopted a line limiting both the continental 
shelf and the fishing zones and the adoption by Canada of a 
first line in 1976 (Map No. 2). 

The Chamber takes note of the respective delimitation 
lines now proposed by each Party (Map PJo. 3). The Cana- 
dian line, described like that of 1976 as an equidistance line, 

is one constructed almost entirely from the nearest points of 
the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is 
measured. Those points happen to be exclusively islands, 
rocks or low-tide elevations, yet the basepoints on the Mas- 
sachusetts coast which had initially been chosen for the 1976 
line hiwe been shifted westward so that the new line no 
longer takes account of the protrusion formed by Cape Cod 
and Nimtucket Island and is accordingly displaced west. The 
line proposed by the United States is a perpendicular to the 
general direction of the coast from the starting-point agreed 
upon by the Parties, adjusted to avoid the splitting of fishing 
banks. It differs from the "Northeast Channel line" adopted 
in 1976 which, according to its authors, had been based upon 
the "equidistance/special circumstances" rule of Article 6 of 
the 1958 Geneva Convention. The Chamber notes that the 
two successive lines put forward by Canada were both drawn 
prima~ily with the continental shelf in mind, whereas the 
United States lines were both drawn up initially on the basis 
of different considerations though both treated the fishery 
dgimc as essential. 

IV. The applicable principles and rules of intenrational 
law 

@ara~. 79-1 12) 

After observing that the terms "principles and rules" 
really convey one and the same idea, the Chamber stresses 
that a distinction has to be made between such principles or 
rules and what, rather, are equitable criteria or practical 
methods for ensuring that a particular situation is dealt with 
in accordance with those principles and rules. Of its nature. 
custoinary international law can only pmvide a few basic 
legal principles serving as guidelines and cannot be expected 
also to specify the equitable criteria to be applied or the prac- 
tical methods to be followed. The same may however not be 
true of international treaty law. 

To determine the principles and rules of international law 
governing maritime delimitation, the Chamber begins by 
examining the Geneva Convention of 29 April 1958 on the 
Continental Shelf, which has been ratified by both the Parties 
to the case, who both also recognize that it is in force between 
them. In particular the Chamber examines Article 6, para- 
graphs 1 and 2, from which a principle of' international law 
may t~ deduced to the effect .hat any delimitation of a conti- 
nental shelf effected unilaterally by one State regardless of 
the views of the other State or States concerned is not oppos- 
able 1:o those States. To this principle may conceivably be 
added a latent rule that any agreement or other equivalent 
solution should involve the application of equitable criteria. 
The Chamber goes on to consider the bearing on the problem 
of various judicial decisions and to comment upon the work 
of tht: Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea, inoting that certain provisions concerning the continen- 
tal shelf and the exclusive economic zone were, in the Con- 
vention of 1982, adopted without any objections and may be 
regarded as consonant at present with general international 
law on the question. 

As regards the respective positions of the Ruties in the 
light of those findings, the Chamber notes their agreement as 
to tht: existence of a fundamental norm of international law 
calling for a single maritime boundary b be determined in 
acco~dance with the applicable law, in conformity with equi- 
table principles, having regard to all relevant circumstances, 
in older to achieve an equitable result. However, there is no 
longtr agreement between the Ruties when each separately 
seeks to ascertain whether international law might also con- 
tain other mandatory rules in the same fidd. The Chamber 



rejects the Canadian argument from geographical adjacency 
to the effect that a rule exists whereby n State any part of 
whose coasts is less distant from the zonles to be attributed 
than those of the other State concerned would be entitled to 
have the zones  cognized as its own. 'RE Chamber also 
finds unacceptable the distinction made b:y the United States 
between "primary" and "secondary" coiuts and the conse- 
quent preferential relationship said to exist between the 
"principal" coasts and the maritime and submarine areas sit- 
uated frontally before them. 

In concluding this part of its considerations, the Chamber 
sets out a more precise reformulation of the fundamental 
norm acknowledged by the Parties: 

"No maritime delimitation between States with oppo- 
site or adjacent coasts may be effected unilaterally by one 
of those States. Such delimitation mcrst be sought and 
effected by means of an agreement, follc~wing negotiations 
conducted in good faith and with the genuine intention of 
achieving a positive result. Where, however, such agree- 
ment cannot be achieved, delimitation i:hould be effected 
by recourse to a third party possessing tie necessary com- 
petence. 

"In either case, delimitation is to be effected by the 
application of equitable criteria and by the use of practical 
methods capable of ensuring, with regard to the geo- 
graphic configuration of the area and other relevant cir- 
cumstances, an equitable result." (Para. 112) 

the basis of that analysis, the Chamber concludes that the Far- 
ties, in the curntnt state of the law governing relations 
between them, are not bound, under a rule of treaty law or 
other rule, to apply certain criteria or certain methods for the 
establishment of the single maritime boundary, and that the 
Chamber is not sell bound either. 

Regarding possible criteria, the Chamber does not con- 
sider t!!at it would be useful to undertake a more or less com- 
pllete enumeration in the abstract of those that might be theo- 
retically conceiva~ble, or an evaluation of their greater or 
lesser degree of equity. It also notes, in regard to the practical 
m.ethods, that none would intrinsically bring greater justice 
or be of greater practical usefulness than others, and that 
there must be willingness to adopt a combination of different 
methods whenever circumstances so require. 

VI. The criteria and methods proposed by the Arties and 
the lines resultingjiom their application to the delimi- 
tation 

( p a .  164-1 89) 

Once the dispute had taken on its present dual dimension 
(first the continental shelf and subsequently fisheries) both 
Parties took care to specify and publish their respective 
claims, proposing the application of very different criteria 
and the use of veiy different practical methods. Each had 
successively proposed two delimitation lines (Maps Nos. 2 
and 3). 

The United States had first proposed, in 1976, a criterion V. The equitable criteria andpractical rnIethods appl ic le  
determinative v.lvc to the natural, especially to the delimitation 

(paras. 113-163) logical, factors of the area. Its line corresponded approxi- 
mately to the line of the greatest depths, leaving German 

lbrning to the question of the criteria and methods which Bank to Canada anld Georges Bank to the United States. The 
are capable of ensuring an equitable result and whose appli- Chamber considers that this line, inspired as it was by the 
cation is prescribed by the h v e  norm, the Chamber is of the objective of distributing fishery resources in accordance with 
view that they must be looked for not in customary interna- a "natural" criterion, was too biased towards one aspect 
tional law but in positive international law., and in that con- (fisheries) to be considered as equitable in relation to the 
nection it examines those provided for by tlhe 1958 Conven- overall problem. Irk 1982 the United States proposed a sec- 
tion on the Continental Shelf, in Article 6 (median line in the ond line with the general direction of the coast as its central 
case of opposite coasts, lateral equidistance line in the case of idea, the criterion applied being that of the frontal projection 
adjacent coasts). The Chamber points out haat a treaty obliga- of the primary coastal front. This application resulted in a 
tion concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf can- perpendicular to the general direction of the coastline, 
not be extended so as to apply to the superjt~cent waters and, adjusted however to take account of various relevant circum- 
after rejecting the Canadian argument that the combined stances, in paRicular such ecological circumstances as the 
equidistancelspecid-circumstances rule has become a rule of existence of fishing banks. The Chamber considers it almost 
general international law, finds that Article 6, while in force an essential condition for the use of such a method that the 
between the Parties, does not entail either far them or for the boundary to be dmwn should concern two countries whose 
Chamber any legal obligation to apply its provisions to the tenitqries lie successively along a more or less rectilinear 
present delimitation. coast, for a certain tiistance at least. But it would be difficult 

me chamber next Nrns to the question ,,{heher any obli- to imagine a case less conducive to the application of that 
gation of that kind can have resulted from the conduct of the method than the of Maine case. The circumstances 
mes and whether the conduct of one of them might not would moreover entail so many adjustments that the c h m -  
have constituted an acquiescence in the application of a spe- ter of the method be distorted- 
cific method or resulted in a modus vivendi with regard to a As for the Canadian proposals, the Chamber considers 
line corresponding to such an application. Ckaling first with together the two lines proposed respectively in 1976 and 
a Canadian argument that the conduct of the United States 1977, as they are essentially based on the same criterion, that 
had evinced a form of consent to the application of the equi- of the equal division of disputed areas-and the same 
distance method, especially in the Georges :Bank sector, the method-equidistance. Canada described the first line as a 
Chamber finds that reliance on acquiescence or estoppel is strict equidistance line, and the second as an equidistance 
not warranted in the circumstances and that the conduct of line corrected on account of the special circumstance formed 
the Parties does not prove the existence of ;my such modus by the protrusion of ;Nantucket Island and the Cape Cod pen- 
vivendi. As for the argument of the United States based on insula, alleged to be geographical anomalies that Canada is 
Canada's failure to react to the 'Ifuman Rcclamation, that entitled to discount, so that its delimitation line is dis laced L amounted to claiming that delimitation must be effected in towards the west. The Chamber notes that in the case fore 
accordance with equitable principles; co~~sequently, the it the difference in the lengths of the two States' coastlines 
United States position on that point merely referred back to within the delimitation area is particularly marked and would 
the "fundamental norm" acknowledged by tmth Parties. On constitute a valid ground for making a correction even if this 
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factor in itself furnished wirher a criterion nor a method of 
delimitation. Furthermore, the Canadian line appears to 
neglect the difference betwczen two situations clearly distin- 
guished by the 1958 C~nv~ention, namely that of adjacent 
coasts and that of opposite coasts, and fails to take account of 
the fact that the relationship d lateral adjacency htween, on 
the one hand, part of the coast of Nova Scotia and its prolon- 
gation across the opening ccf the Bay of Fmdy and, on the 
other hand, the coast of Maine, gives way tcb a relationship of 
frontal opposition between the other relevant part of the coast 
of Nova Scotia and the const of Massachusetts, The Cana- 
dian line fails to allow for this new relationship, which is 
nevertheless the most characteristic feature of the objective 
situation in the context of which the delimitation is to be 
effected. 

VII. The criteria and methods held by the Chamber to be 
applicable. Line ,resulting from their application 
to the &limitati,n 

(paras. 190-229) 

The Chamber considers that, having regard to all those 
considerations, it must put finward its own :solution indepen- 
dently of the Parties. It must exclude criteriii which, however 
equitable they may appear in themselves, are not suited to the 
delimitation of both of the two objects in respect of which the 
delimitation is requested-the continental shelf and the fish- 
ery zones. Inevitably, criteria will be preferred which, by 
their more neutral character, are k s t  suited for use in a multi- 
purpose delimitation. The C:hamh, feels bound to nun in the 
present case to criteria mon: especially derived fiom geogra- 
phy, and it is inevitable that its basic choice should favour the 
criterion whereby one should aim at an cqual. division of 
areas where the maritime ]projections of the coasts of the 
States between which delinlitation is to be effected converge 
and overlap. However, some corrections must be made to 
certain effects of applying that criterion tha~t might be unrea- 
sonable, so that the concment use of auxiliary criteria may 
appear indispensable. As regards the practical methods to be 
used for giving effect to th'e criteria indicated, the Chamber 
considers that, like the criteria themselves, they must be 
basically founded upon geography and be ;as suitable for the 
delimitation of the sea-bed md subsoil as to that of the super- 
jacent waters and their living resources. In the outcome, 
therefore, only geometrical methods will serve. 
k i n g  to the concrete choice of the methods it considers 

appropriate for implementing the equitable criteria it has 
decided to apply, the Chamber notes that the coastal configu- 
ration of the Gulf of Mainlr: excludes any possibility of the 
boundary's being formed by a basically unidirectional line, 
given the change of situation noted in the geography of the 
Gulf. It is only in the north.castern sector of the Gulf that the 
prevailing relationship of the coasts of the United States and 
Canada is one of lateral adjncency. In the sector closest to the 
closing line, it is one of oppositeness. In the Chiunber's view 
it is therefore obvious that, Ixtween point A and the line from 
Nantucket to Cape Sable, i.e. within the limits of the Gulf of 
Maine proper, the delirnitrltion line must comprise two seg- 
ments. 

In the case of thejrst seivment, the one c:loser;t to the inter- 
national boundary terminus, there is no special circumstance 
to militate against the division into, as far as possible, equal 
parts of the overlapping areated by the lateral superimposi- 
tion of the maritime projedtions of the two States* coasts. 
Rejecting the employment of a lateral equidistance line on 
account of the disadvantages it is found to entail, the Cham- 
ber follows the method of drawing, from point A, two per- 

pendiculars to the two basic coastal lines, namely the line 
from Cape Elizabeth to the international boundary terminus 
and the line running thence to Cape Sable. At point A, those 
nvo perpendiculars form an acute angle of 278'. It is the 
bisector of this angle which is prescribed for the first sector of 
the delimitation line (Map No. 4). 

In turning to the second segment, the Chamber proceeds 
by two stages. First, it decides the method to be employed in 
view of the quasi-parallelism between the coasts of Nova 
Scotia and Massachusetts. As these are opposite coasts, the 
application of a geometrical method can only result in the 
drawing of a median delimitation line approximately parallel 
to them. The Chamber finds, however, that, while a median 
line would be perfectly legitimate if the international bound- 
ary ended in the very middle of the coast at the back of the 
Gulf. in the actual circumstances where it is situated at the 
northeastern comer of the rectangle which geometrically 
represents the shape of the Gulf the use of a median line 
would result in an unreasonable effect, in that it would give 
Canacla the same overall maritime projection in the delimita- 
tion area as if the entire eastern part of the coast of Maine 
belonged to Canada instead of the United States. That being 
so, the Chamber finds a second stage necessary, in which it 
com:ts the median line to take account of the undeniably 
important circumstance of the difference in length between 
the two States* coastlines abutting on the delimitation area. 
As the total length of the United States coastlines on the Gulf 
is approximately 284 nautical miles, and that of the Canadian 
coasts; (including part of the coast of the Bay of Fundy) is 
approximately 206 nautical miles, the ratio of the coastlines 
is 1.38 to 1. However, a further correction is necessitated by 
the plesence of Seal Island off Nova Scotia. The Chamber 
considers that it would be excessive to consider the coastline 
of Nova Scotia as displaced in a southwesterly direction by 
the entire distance between Seal Island and that coast, and 
therefore considers it appropriate to attribute half effect to the 
island. Taking that into account, the ratio to be applied to 
determine the position of the corrected median line on a line 
across the Gulf between the points where the coasts of Nova 
Scotia and Massachusetts are closest (i.e. a line from the tip 
of Cape Cod to Chebogue hint) becomes 1.32 to 1. The 
second segment of the delimitation will therefore correspond 
to tht: median line as thus corrected, from its intersection 
with the bisector drawn from point A (first segment) to 
the point where it reaches the closing line of the Gulf (Map 
No. 4). 

As forthe third segment of the delimitation, relating to that 
part of the delimitation area lying outside the Gulf of Maine, 
this portion of the line is situated throughout its length in the 
open ocean. It appears obvious that the most appropriate geo- 
metrical method for this segment is the drawing of a perpen- 
dicular to the closing line of the Gulf. One: advantage of this 
method is to give the final segment of the line practically the 
same orientation as that given by both M e s  to the final por- 
tion of the respective lines they envisaged. As for the exact 
point on the closing line from which the perpendicular should 
be drawn seawards, it will coincide with the intersection of 
that line with the corrected median line. Starting from that 
point, the third segment crosses Georges Bank between 
points on the 100-fathom depth line with the following co- 
ordinates: 

The terminus of this final segment will be situated within the 
triangle defined by the Special Agreement and coincide with 



the last point it reaches within the overlapping of the respec- 
tive 200-mile zones claimed by the two Suites. 

VIII. Verijcation of the equitable character of the result 
(paras. 230-241) 

Having drawn the delimitation line requested by the Par- 
ties, the final task of the C h d r  is to verify whether the 
result obtained can be considered as intrinsically equitable in 
the light of all the circumstances. While S I J C ~  verification is 
not absolutely necessary where the first two segments of the 
line are concerned, since the Chamber's guiding parameters 
were provided by geography, the situation is diierent as 
regards the third segment, which is the one of greatest con- 
cern to the Parties on account of the presence in the area it 
traverses of Georges Bank, the principal stake in the pro- 
ceedings on account of the potential resources of its subsoil 
and the economic importance of its fisheries. 

In the eyes of the United States, the decisive factor lies in 
the fishing canied on by the United States and its nationals 
ever since the country's independence and even before, 
activities which they are held to have been ;alone in pursuing 
over the greater part of that period, and whic:h were accompa- 
nied by other maritime activities concerning navigational 
assistance, rescue, research, defence, etc. Canada laid 
greater emphasis on the socio-economic aspects, concentrat- 
ing on the recent past, especially the last 15 years, and pre- 
senting as an equitable principle the idea that a single mari- 
time boundary should ensure the maintenance of the existing 
structures of fishing which, according to it, were of vital 
importance to the coastal communities of the area. 

The Chamber explains why it cannot st~bscribe to these 
contentions and finds that it is clearly out of the question to 
consider the respective scale of activities in the domain of 
fishing or petroleum exploitation as an equitable criterion to 
be applied in determining the delimitation line. What the 
Chamber would regard as a legitimate scruple lies rather in 
concern lest, unexpectedly, the o v e d  result should appear 
radically inequitable as entailing disastrous ~:epercussions on 
the subsistence and economic development of the popula- 
tions concerned. It considers that there is no reason to fear 
any such danger in the present case on account of the Cham- 
ber's choice of delimitation line or, more especially, the 
course of its t h i i  segment, and concludes that the overall 
result of the delimitation is equitable. Notin,g the long aadi- 
tion of friendly and fhtful co-operation in nnaritime matters 
between Canada and the United States, the C'hamber consid- 
ers that the Parties will be able to surmount any difficulties 
and take the right steps to e n s w  the positive development of 
their activities in the important domains concerned. 

For these reasons, the Chamber rendelm the decision 
couched in the following terms: 

by four votes to one, 
Decides 

That the course of the single maritime boundary that 
divides the continental shelf and the exclusive: fisheries zones 
of Canada and the United States of America in the Area 
referred to in the Special Agreement concluded by those two 
States on 29 March 1979 shall be defined by geodetic lines 
connecting the points with the following: co-ordinates: 

LM'Ndc Nonh Longitude West 
A. 44" 11' 12" 67" 16'46" 
B. 42" 53' 14" 67" 44' 35" 
C. 42'31'08" 6 T 2 8 ' 0 S R  
D. 40" 27' 05" 65" 41' 59" 

IN FAVOUR: President Ago; Judges Mosler and Schwebel, 
Judge ad hoc Cohen; 

AGAINST: Judge Gros." 
(For the location of the coordinates given above, see Map 

No. 4.) 

SUMMARK OF OPINIONS APPENDED TO THE 
JUDGMENT OF THE CHAMBER 

Separate Opinion by Judge Schwebel 

Judge Schwebel voted for the Chamber's Judgment 
because he agreed with the essentials of its analysis and rea- 
soning and found the resultant line of delimitation to be "not 
inequitable". In his view, the Chamber was right to exclude 
both the claims of Canada and of the United States, not with a 
view towards "splitting the difference" between them but 
because those claims were insufficiently grounded in law and 
equity. It was right--contrary to the United States position- 
to divide Georges Bank between the United States and Can- 
ada. However, Judge Schwebel maintained that the line of 
delimitation drawn by the Chamber was open to challenge. 

The line was correctly based on dividing the areas of over- 
lapping United States and Canadian jurisdiction equally, sub- 
ject, however, to a critical djustment designed to take 
account of the fact that the bulk of the Gulf of Maine is bor- 
d e d  by temtory ofthe United States. In Judge Schwebel's 
view, the adjustment applied by the Chamber was inade- 
quate, because it treated the lengths of the coasts of the Bay 
of Fundy up to the limit of C a d i  territorial waters as part 
of the Gulf of Maine:. In his opinion, only that portion of the 
Bay of Fundy which faces the Gulf of Maine should have 
been included in that calculation of proportionality. Had that 
been done, the delimitation line would have been shifted 
towsuris Nova Scotiia so as to accord the United States a 
significantly larger zone. Nevertheless, Judge Schwebel 
acknowledged that the equitable considerations which led 
the Chamber and him to differing conclusions on this key 
issue were open to more than one interpretation. 

Dissenting Opinion by Judge Gros 

Judge Gros points out that the case-law took a new turning 
when the International Court of Justice gave its Judgment on 
24 February 1982 im the case concerning the Continental 
ShM (IknisWLibyan Arab Jamahiriya). That Judgment 
brought to an end the situation resulting from the 1958 Con- 
vention on the Contiinental Shelf as it had been previously 
interpreted by the Court, in its 1969 Judgment on the North 
Sea Continental She& and by the Anglo-French Court of 
Arbitration in its Decision of 1977. 

This new turning, ~mnfirmed by the Chamber's Judgment, 
amounted to exclusive reliance on the work of the Third Con- 
ference of the United Nations on the Law of the Sea, but this 
Conference produced\ agreement plus equity as its prescrip 
tion for maritime deliimitation, a solution which Judge Gros 
considers very feeble. 



In the eyes of Judge Gior;, mareover, a vague conception 
of equity which &parts froin the firmly controlled equity of 
1969 and 1977 has also restrlted in a departure fiom the way 
international legal disputes used to be adjudiicateti-he has in 
mind the way courts of equity emerged jin Erlgland. The 
Chamber's reasoning logicillly implies, ha: consi&rs, that 
the= is no longer any legal rule governing maritime delimita- 
tion because the principles relied on by tlhe Clhamber, the 
methods employed to put them into practice, and the come- 

tions made to the whole process transform the entire opera- 
tion, according to Judge Gros, into an exercise wherein it 
will henceforth be open to each judge to deeide at his d i m -  
tion what is equitable. 

Without going so far as to maintain that h e  line drawn by 
the Chamber is inequitable, Judge Gros asks whethet it has 
really been demonstrated to be more equitable than any of the 
other lines consided in the course of the proceedings. 



The mapa incorporated in the present Judgment wen on the basis of documents submined to the Court by the M e s ,  and their sole purposc 
provide a visual illustration of the iclevant peragmphe of L v g m e n t .  



United States line- - - - - .- - - - - -- - 
Canadian line - . - . - . - . .- . - . - . - . - . - 

Map No. 2 

Lid@ of fishery mnes and continental sheltclaimed 
by the Parties, at 1 Marc11 19R 

(see pares. 68-70) 



United States line, , , , , , , , , , 
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(see paras. 71.77-78) 








